
 

Computer monitors are becoming more and more accessible as they become thinner and smaller. But what happens when you
want to take it with you? You can purchase a monitor arm, but these are often expensive purchases. In the meantime, there is a
simple solution for this: view play cap. It’s compact, travel-friendly and sturdy enough to hold up against daily use or office
follies View playcap is compatible with most modern windows computers and comes in different sizes and shapes - one of them
even resembles a mouse! Keep your screen safe from knocks by using the built-in stand that clicks into place, or opt for the
foldaway design if you prefer not to have it soothed. Free up some more room by attaching your keyboard and mouse, or use it
as a daily laptop stand if you want to keep your screen height at an optimal height. The cap is made of anti-scratch materials
which means you can rest assured that your computer will be safe against scratches despite any bumps or drops. There are also
two types of protection available, one of which is for heavier duty computers using thick monitors. The other type will protect
lighter duty computers with thick monitors. The thick monitor protection cap will protect your monitor from minor falls and
bumps, while the other type will protect against minor falls/bumps and drops. This means that the thicker one will offer more
protection and is suitable for larger and heavier monitors. View playcap is designed to be compatible with most modern
computers. Keep your screen safe from knocks by using the built-in stand that clicks into place, or opt for the foldaway design
if you prefer not to have it soothed. Free up some more room by attaching your keyboard and mouse, or use it as a daily laptop
stand if you want to keep your screen height at an optimal height. The view playcap is specifically designed and made in Korea
so that it can be used in Korea and also in other countries. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20170622180910/http://www.thehansindia.com/posts/viewplay-cap-review-to-travel-with-laptop-at-
anytime/#more http://www.mobilemaxxreviews.com/viewplaycaps?analytics=blitzkrieg_stats_link_id=5784543
https://web.archive.org/web/20170622175812/http://www1.csdn. net/article/details/5700065
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/36799750759382611/?lp=true http://www.techboxer.com/reviews-and-tech-articles/viewplaycap-
to-carry-your-laptop/. Published: Nov 06, 2017 | Updated: Nov 06, 2017 View playcap takes on the iPad like an army of ants! It
is made of high quality plastic and is designed to be easily portable and can be folded away when not in use.
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